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This paper studies fi,ltrations associated in a normal way to stopping
lines, and in particular the conditional independence property, usually
known as the ~4 property . Stopping lines with respect to some special fil-
trations are studied by means of a characterization of predictable processes .
Preliminaries and notation . In R+ we consider the partial order
and a strengthening of it
(s,t) < (s',t') « s< s'
	
and t< t',
(s,t) < (s',t') «s<s' and t< V .
Let z = (s,t) be a generic point of R+, we will denote
0
RZ = {Z' e R+, Z' < Z} = I O,Z] , R Z = {Z' e R+, Z' < Z} = I O ,z) ,
UZ = {Z' e R+, z' > Z} = (z,m) .
If A is a subset of R2 we define the following sets :
H = U R , H = U R , H+ = U U .A zeA z A zeA z A zeA z
DEFINITIONS . (1) A C R2 is a separation line if A is a non empty,
closed set satisfying the following two properties :
(i) HA r HA =
(ii) HA U H+ U A U (0,-) c = R+, where 0 denotes the origin of R+
The set of all the separation lines will be denoted by S .
I_et (2,F,P) be a complete probability space and let (Fz ) z eIR2
	
be a
filtration on it . (FZ)zeR2 has the F4 property if, for each z, FZ= .
V Fs'y
+ y>0
and F2z = V Fxt are conditionally independent given Fz .
x>0
j2) a : si -r SU{-} is a stopping line (s .l .) with respect to
(Fz ) ze R2
U {1H	( ), z e R+} is a measurable and adapted process .
+ Á (u)1 2
We can define a pardal order for subsets of R+ in the following way :
A<BHHA CHB .
Then {1 (z), z e R} is an adapted process if and only ifH
a(w)
+
Vz e R+, {wjz< a(w)} e Fz
1 . Let X :2 -+ Su{-} be measurable, that is {1 (z), z e R+} is a
HX(w)
measurable process . Our purpose is to study the smallest filtration making
x a s .l . and to verify U this filtration has the F4 property .
It is easy to see that the smallest filtration making a a s .l . is
thAt nivan hv. - .. . .. . . -J
Vz e R+, Fz = a < {w, z' < a (w) }, z' e [ O,z]> .
EXAMPLES . (1) s=R+, F=B(R+), X( Z )= 8z={(s,s),0<s<t} U
U {(a,t),0 < a < s}, then Fz = c< [z' ,-) , z' e [ O,zj > . A Borel function f : sa -" R
is Fz-measurable if and only if it is constant in [z,-), if only - depends on
x in [O,s)x[t,-), and if only depends on y in [s,-)x[0,t)
(Fz ) z e R+
is a product filtration, so it satisfies (F4) with respect
to any product probability .
(2) 2 = R+, F=B(R+), a(z)=8z = {(s,s), t<S-} U {(a,t), s<a<W},
then Fz = a<B[O,z), [0,z)c > It might be proved that this filtration satis-
fies (F4) if and only if P only'charges increasing curves .
(3) Let G be the group of transformations of R+ generated by
g+ (s,t) = (t,s) and ga (s,t) = (as, a), a > 0 . It is known that i-f ~Wz , z e R+}
is a Wiener process then {WO(Z) ,z e R+}, Vg e G, is another one (see [61) .
Let us consider 2=R+, F=B(R+), x(z) =2g(z), then
F( g ) =a<[zz' e[0,
	
9 1 (z)]> . In comparing F(q) with the F given in
example one, we observe that FZg) = F9 1(z), FZg)1 =F9-1(z)
andz FZg)2 = F9-1(z)
therefore (Fzg))ze R+ verifies (F4) with respect to any product probability .
Example 3 lead us to consider filtrations related to chánging time
for two-parameter Wiener processes .
Denote by JC the set of continuous, one to one, Lebesgue-measure
preserving functions f : R+ , R+ such that zl e f(Rz ) => R , c f(Rz ) .
2 z! 2
It is proved in [61 that if {Wz , z e R+} is a Wiener process, then
{W(f(Rz )), z e R+} is another one .
THEOREM . Let f e JC . The followirg statements are equivalent :
(i) f e G . (ii) the filtration associated to a(w) = gHf(R,) verifies
(F4) with respect to any product probability .
Proof . Example 3 shows (i) - (ii) it can be proved that
Fz=6<[f-1(z'),-), z' e [0,z1> . 41e also have (ii) - f-1 (Rz ) is a rectangle,
Vz e RI . The result follows from the equivalence f eG « f-1 (Rz ) is a rectan-
gle for every z e R+ .a
2 . In this section we consider the filtration of examples 1 and 2 .
They might be transformed into right continuous filtrations by considering
FO
=z'>z Fz then we respectively obtain :
(2 .2) FZ=a<B([O,z] ), [O,z]c> .
Notice that if a is an s .l . the measurable and adapted process
(1H . (z))z e R2 also is continuous to the left, so it must be predictable .a(w) +
For the case (2 .1) we have (see [4]) : (X ) 2 is a predictablez zeR+
process if and only if there exist measurable functions H and h such that
x
z (w)
= H(w,z) 1{w<z} + h(z) 1{w<z}c
.
Then if a is an s .l . with Dw = Hx(w), 1Dw
(z) =H(w,z) 1{w<z}(w) +
+ h(z) w<z}c ( w ) where h= 'DI
H(w,z)= 1A( w)(z), and 0 is s stopping set
associated to a separation line L .
It can be proved that :
Dw =D if w0 D, that is a(w)=L if L < 8w
Dw = (0 f1 Qw ) l
	
A(w) if we D, (Qw = (w,-) c ), that is
(Ln5 w) `a(w) -,~ (L e aw) if Hw- L
In the case (2 .2), (Xz ) z e R2 is a predictable process if and only if
there exist measurable functions H,F,G and h such that
Xz(w) =H(w,z)1{w<z}(w) + F(w2 ,z)1 0 1 (w)
+ G(wl ,z)1 D2 (w)+ h(z)1[z,-) (w),
where : w= (wl ,w2), 0Z ={wlwl > S, 0 <w2 < t}, D2 {W I0 < x < S, t < y} .
Let a be a separation line . By the sane arquments as before we obtain :
there exist a separation line L such that :
a(w)=L if D=HL C [O,w], that is if L< 9w .
If L aw and L J- 9w, a(w) is any separation line (measurable with
respect to w) lying between _DWAL and awvL ; a(w) restricted to [(w1 ,0),-)
only depends on wl , a(w) restricted to [(O,w2),-) only depends on w2 .
(w = (wl,a2) 1\ (wl ,w2 ), where (w1 ,w2),(cil l ,w2) are points on L)
If _aw<L .a(wl is any separation lina r 1(~L,) i where, res±r,'.c±ed ±o
[w l , .)x[ 0,w2] of only depends ore w l , and restricted to [O,wil x[ W2'-) i t
only depends ore w2 .
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